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Abstract17

The STELLA (STELlar LAboratory) experimental station for the measure-
ment of deep sub-barrier light heavy-ion fusion cross sections has been in-
stalled at the Andromède accelerator at the Institut de Physique Nucléaire,
Orsay (France). The setup is designed for the direct experimental determi-
nation of heavy-ion fusion cross sections as low as tens of picobarn. The
detection concept is based on the coincident measurement of emitted gamma
rays with the UK FATIMA (FAst TIMing Array) and evaporated charged
particles using a silicon detector array. Key developments relevant to reach-
ing the extreme sub-barrier fusion region are a rotating target mechanism to
sustain beam intensities above 10µA, an ultra-high vacuum of 10�8 mbar to
prevent carbon built-up and gamma charged-particle timing in the order of
nanoseconds sufficient to separate proton and alpha particles.
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1. Introduction18

Heavy-ion fusion reactions involving 12C and 16O nuclei such as the 12C+12C19

reaction play a key role in the evolution of massive stars and in explosive as-20

trophysical scenarios such as type Ia supernovae and super-bursts in binary21

systems. Since the 1950s the 12C+12C system was well known to exhibit22

strongly resonant behaviour [1] which also manifests in the fusion cross-23

section with prominent resonances, at energies ranging from a few MeV per24

nucleon, down to the Coulomb barrier and below [2]. Such resonances have25

been attributed to the formation of long-lived 12C+12C molecular configura-26

tions.27

The presence of these resonances will inevitably have a strong impact on28

the carbon burning reaction rates under the different astrophysical scenar-29

ios. Direct cross-section measurements are therefore needed down into the30

Gamow window corresponding to carbon burning in massive stars. These ex-31

periments are hugely challenging as the relevant cross-sections are well below32

the nanobarn level. Reaction rates presently rely on extrapolations of cross-33

section data from higher energies. These data are largely based either on the34

detection of evaporated charged particles (↵, p) or the characteristic gamma35

decay of the ↵ and p evaporation residues 23Na and 20Ne [3]. The former36

technique suffers from the presence of low-level deuterium contamination in37

the carbon target as the reaction 12C(d,p) has a large cross section and the38

resulting protons are at similar energies to the far weaker evaporated charged39

particles from 12C+12C fusion. Gamma-ray detection is challenging at the40

level of the cross-sections of interest from the point of view of discriminating41

signal from background. A clear way to achieve a system with strong back-42

ground suppression is to measure coincidences between evaporated charged43

particles and their associated gamma rays since this is a unique signature.44

This technique has been realised by Jiang et al. [4, 5] using the Gammasphere45

germanium detector array and an annular silicon detector array at Argonne46

National Laboratory. Their initial results are very promising but the full47

potential of the technique is limited by the available beam currents (of the48

order of 1 µA) and the potential running period (of the order of one week).49

To extend this approach to the energies of astrophysics interest, such ex-50

periments will need beam currents in the microampere range and extended51

running periods of many weeks duration. This is the challenge addressed52

by the STELar LAboratory described in this paper. The key elements of53

STELLA are:54
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• rotating targets which can sustain high beam intensities,55

• high-efficiency particle and gamma-ray detection systems, and56

• employment of a coincident technique which allows the extraction of57

the relevant fusion signal from the dominant background.58

2. Apparatus59

The scattering chamber of the STELLA system is presented in Figure 1.60

The chamber contains several annular DSSSDs (Double-Sided Silicon-Strip-

Figure 1: [color online] View into the target chamber that is mounted on top of the
cryogenic pump and that is closed by a this Al dome. The annular particle detectors
shown in dark blue are aligned along the beam axis around the target at the center of the
reaction chamber. The extensions serve as feed-throughs for detector signals and host two
surface barrier silicon monitor detectors at 45� with respect to the beam line.

61

Detector), described in detail in section 2.2, for high-efficiency particle mea-62
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surements. The detectors are aligned along the beam axis around the tar-63

get (see section 2.1) at the center of the reaction chamber. All support64

structures and signal cables are directed towards the bottom of the chamber65

where a cryogenic ultra-high vacuum pump is located providing a vacuum66

of 10�8 mbar. The gamma-ray detectors comprising an array of lanthanum67

bromide (LaBr3(Ce)) scintillators are supported from above and surround68

the 2.5 mm thick aluminum dome-shaped target chamber with a diameter69

of 20 cm. The gamma-detection array is introduced in section 2.3. All data70

are time-stamped with sampling times of 1 ns and 8 ns, respectively, for71

gamma ray and charged-particle detection. The synchronization of coinci-72

dent gamma-particle events in 12C+12C fusion reactions as well as a first73

background reduction estimate is discussed in section 2.4. Two surface bar-74

rier silicon detectors for the measurement of scattered beam particles as well75

as a Faraday integrator are used for the precise determination of the beam76

intensity during the measurements. The beam particle monitors are located77

23 cm from the target in extensions of the reaction chamber that form an78

angle of 45� with the beam line.79

2.1. Rotating Target80

With 12C beam intensities in the order of pµA and a beam spot diameter81

of 2 mm, a heat input of Watts may be estimated based on energy loss for82

targets of a few tens µg/cm2 thickness. In order to avoid breaking of the83

targets, it was necessary to develop the rotating target mechanism displayed84

in Figure 2. It is designed to increase the effective beam spot size to distribute85

the thermal load. The wheel hosts three rotating target frames and seven86

slots for fixed target experiments. A magnetic feed-through connects the87

rotation-driving motor outside the vacuum with the central wheel to spin via88

friction with the target frame bearing in contact. This bearing transmits the89

rotation to the rotating target frames, each with a diameter of 6.3 cm. In90

total, three bearings guide each target frame. The axis of the target revolver91

mechanism used to change the target is slightly off the target rotation axis.92

In this way, only the uppermost target can spin, because the other bearings93

are not in contact with the drive shaft.94

The layout is optimized for heat dissipation using the MATHCAD15 R�
95

package where the temperature distribution at the beam spot position is96

calculated solving the heat-flow equation with a radiative heat loss term.97

This follows the Stefan-Boltzmann law at high excess temperatures and the98

net-radiative heat loss over time is obtained with Prad = ✏�S ·(T 4�T 4
s ), where99
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Figure 2: Front view of the target wheel where the uppermost quadrant is exposed to the
beam. The wheel hosts a quadrant with seven fixed target slots (on the right) and three
rotating targets with a diameter of 6.3 cm. The central wheel transmits the rotation from
the external motor to the target frames.
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the emissivity ✏ = 0.8, � is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, S is the surface100

area during one turn of the target, T the temperature of the environment is101

20�C and Ts is the target foil temperature.102

The voxels of the target material are heated when exposed to the beam103

and they cool via radiation when off the beam axis during the rotation.104

Taking into account these effects, the time-dependent profile of the target105

temperature may be calculated per turn of the target frame. The resulting106

temperature converges towards a maximum Tmax within seconds for the cho-107

sen parameters with a saw-tooth like cooling modulation ∆T between two108

heating pulses. The dynamics are mainly dependent on the beam spot size,109

the radius of the beam track on the target, and the rotation velocity at a110

given beam intensity. An example of the multi-parameter study is given in111

Table 1 for a rotation speed of 1000 rpm. The maximum temperature Tmax is

d [mm] Tmax [C�] d [mm] Tmax [C�] d [mm] Tmax [C�]
P = 1 W P = 2 W P = 3 W

2 550 2 920 2 1240
3 410 3 670 3 910
4 340 4 550 4 730
5 290 5 470 5 620

Table 1: Temperature dependence Tmax from the beam spot diameter d for various heat
input power P at a rotation velocity of 1000 rpm.

112

listed depending on the beam spot diameter d for various heat input power P .113

A higher rotation speed leads to more efficient cooling as the heat input per114

voxel decreases. The radiative cooling is most efficient right after the heat is115

deposited and the shortened rotation cycle has a negligible impact. The de-116

pendency of maximum temperature on the beam spot diameter is presented117

in Figure 3 for different rotation velocities at a heat input power of 2 W. It118

can be seen that for small beam diameters a rotation with 1000 rpm is neces-119

sary to keep the target material below a temperature of 1000�C. This value120

serves as an empirical benchmark to ensure that the material properties of121

the carbon target remain unchanged during irradiation. With a target frame122

diameter of 6.3 cm, the trajectory of a beam spot close to the frame becomes123

around 14 cm long which is sufficient to keep the maximum temperature of124

the target material below the benchmark value. The Figure 4 demonstrates125
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Figure 3: [color online] Dependency of the maximum temperature Tmax from beam spot
diameter d at a heat input power of 2 W for different rotation velocities.

Figure 4: [color online] Photography of a 35 µg/cm2 carbon target after 50 h of exposure to
2.5 pµA beam. The beam focus is at the upmost position so the beam spot forms a track
along the outer area of the target foil close to the frame.
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the effect of 50 h of 2.5 pµA beam exposure on the target material. The beam126

spot forms a track along the outer area of the target foil during the rotation.127

2.2. Charged Particle Detection128

Light charged particles from the reaction are detected by a set of annular129

S1- and S3-type DSSSD (Double-Sided Silicon Strip Detector) based on chips130

manufactured by Micron Semiconductor Ltd., where the S1 (S3) chips are131

segmented in 16 (24) rings on the junction side and 16 (32) sectors on the132

ohmic side. In the design (see Figure 1) developed by the IPHC Mechanics133

and Microtechnique Department at CNRS Strasbourg, the chips are sand-134

wiched between low outgassing RO4003C Rogers R� ceramics which serve to135

replace a regular PCB in its role of providing detector polarization and sig-136

nal readout. The same design permits to fit in chips of 500 µm (S1/S3) or137

1000 µm (S3) thickness where the incomplete rings of S1 are connected to a138

closed circle with an adapted PCB cabling.139

The signal connection to the front-end electronics is via a series of contacts140

at the base of the PCB connected via spring-like pins on the detector support141

inside the reaction chamber. This connection system is integrated into the142

vertical slots of the sliding system for the PCBs that are kept in position143

with a precision better than 1 mm using clamps. Low-outgassing Kapton R�
144

insulated cables feed the electronics signals into sets of MPR-16D differential145

Mesytec R� preamplifier cards outside the reaction chamber before processing146

towards the digitizers.147

Integrated aluminum absorber foils in front of the silicon detectors pro-148

tect them from delta electrons and radiation damage from scattered beam149

particles under experimental conditions. The thickness of the foils is adapted150

to minimize the degradation of the proton and alpha-particle energies. The151

system is grounded to mitigate the effects of charging. The junction side of152

the DSSSD is biased with a negative potential, while the ohmic side facing153

the target is grounded, thus guarding against damage due to possible spark-154

ing from charge depositions of beam induced particles between the protecting155

aluminum foil and the detector surface.156

The annular charged-particle detectors, placed along the beam axis, are157

displayed in blue in Figure 1 in the top view of the scattering chamber. Up-158

stream a pair of S3 and S1 detectors located 5.6 cm and 3.1 cm, respectively,159

from the target. The relative positioning is chosen to avoid shadowing of the160

target vertex. At the same time, the angular coverage is maximized. Down-161

stream, an S3 is at around 6 cm from the target. In this configuration, the162
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angular acceptance is 30% of the solid angle. The angular coverage per strip163

ranges from 10.0 mrad (outer ring S3) to 27.8 mrad (inner ring S1) due to164

the compact geometry of the system. The relative energy resolution obtained165

with the ↵-emitter 239Pu is 0.5% FWHM at 5154 keV. During the commission-166

ing campaign, the detector in forward direction is shielded against beam induced167

background, most importantly secondary protons from the 12C(d,p)13C reaction,168

with aluminum foils of up to 1 µm thickness. For this extreme case, this re-169

sults in an energy resolution of 2.7% FWHM in the energy regime of the 239Pu170

source. An energy spectrum with light charged particles from the 12C+12C171

reaction at a beam energy of 11 MeV is shown in Figure 5, for the S3 detec-
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Figure 5: [color online] Angular distribution of protons and alphas associated with various
excitation levels i of the corresponding fusion evaporation nucleus 23Na (pi) and

20Ne (↵i),
respectively, for the S3 in backward direction at a beam energy of 11 MeV.

172

tor in backward direction. In the angular range, various bands with protons173

and alphas, where the index stands for the excitation level of the associated174

daughter nucleus 23Na and 20Ne, respectively, are labeled. The solid lines175

are kinematics calculations for the emitted particles. The angular resolution176

is sufficient to cleanly distinguish the exit channels. For clean separation of177

protons and alphas, additional selection criteria based on timing are used178

(see section 3).179
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E [MeV] 0.01 0.44 1.0 1.63 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0
✏sing [%] 23.1 8.0 3.5 2.2 1.8 1.1 0.7 0.5 0.4 0.4
✏sum [%] 23.1 8.6 4.1 2.6 2.1 1.4 1.0 0.7 0.6 0.5

Table 2: Full-energy peak gamma detection efficiency ✏ of 36 LaBr3 detectors in percent.
The efficiency obtained from the analysis of single detector spectra ✏sing is compared to
the value reflecting the total energy deposit in the array ✏sum.

higher gamma energies.200

LaBr3(Ce) as a scintillator is well known to contain appreciable levels of201

self activity from the decay of 138La and the chemically similar 227Ac iso-202

tope [7]. The former is the main source of the background with around203

100 Hz per detector. The 138La nucleus decay comprises two gamma lines at204

789 keV and 1436 keV from the de-excitation of the daughter nuclei 138Ce205

and 138Ba, respectively. The former decay is accompanied by a beta particle206

with an end-point energy of 258 keV while the latter gamma line is broadened207

due to X-rays from the electron capture escaping the crystal. These features208

can be well reproduced in simulation [10]. For the STELLA setup, the 138La209

decay pattern is implemented for all LaBr3 assembled in the detection array210

and compared to packages of experimental data to obtain energy calibration211

correction parameters (see [9] for details). The quadratic energy-response212

term is suppressed by 10�10 with respect to the linear term for gamma en-213

ergies lower than 1.5 MeV, characterized with multiple emission lines of a214

152Eu source. In the fit of experimental data to the nominal energies in the215

simulated self-decay spectrum, an exponential background is also taken into216

account. The corrections with data samples of 45 min are illustrated in Fig-217

ure 9 for the peak position of the 1.436 MeV line of the 138La decay, which

Sample
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Figure 9: [color online] Correction (red triangles) of the temperature drift (blue squares)
of a LaBr3 detector over three days using data samples of around 45 min. The offset of
uncorrected data reflects the strong drift since the detector calibration.

218
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is accompanied by 37 keV barium x-rays, for a three-day data set. The day-219

night cycling of ±7 keV (blue squares) is corrected with a precision of a few220

keV (red triangles). It is noteworthy to mention that the 138La decay can also221

be used to synchronize the time offsets of the gamma detector matrix. Here,222

the time stamp difference of pairs of LaBr3 is analyzed around the 1.436 MeV223

line where Compton events generate unambiguous coincident signatures used224

to extract the time calibration parameters.225

2.4. Data Acquisition226

The LaBr3 signals (FATIMA) are processed by a 1 GHz VME-based227

Caen R� V1751 card that accepts external triggers and clocks to synchro-228

nize with additional devices. The QDCs are remotely controlled by MIDAS229

(Multi Instance Data Acquisition System), developed in the Daresbury lab-230

oratory [11].231

For the charged-particle signals, commercial ABACO R� 125 MHz µTCA232

compatible FMC112 cards hosting 12 ADC channels are used for digitization.233

In the design developed by the IPHC-SMA group at CNRS Strasbourg, two234

FMC112s are grouped using a FC7 AMC (Advanced Mezzanine Card) [12]235

with 4 GB DDR3 memory around a Xilinx Kintex7 FPGA and a communi-236

cation protocol/framework based on the IPbus communication scheme. Each237

STELLA acquisition card provides 24 single-ended DC coupled input chan-238

nels with 2 V range and a programmable DC offset correction of ±1.25 V.239

The digital triggering system supports TTL compatible I/O used for the240

synchronization with the gamma detection system. The data readout is241

through a µTCA crate with Gbit ethernet communication providing remote242

control. The PC interface is based on the TNT corpus [13] which allows for243

the online analysis of single signals with a trace acquisition mode in addition244

to the time-stamped energy acquisition features. The Java-based software245

is substantially expanded for the STELLA experiment for a comprehensive246

handling of the DAQ with DGIC (Distributed Glibex IPbus Control), for the247

setup of single STELLA cards with GIC (Glibex IPbus Control), and for the248

merging of all data streams onto tape alongside offline analysis functionality249

with TAN (Tnt ANalysis) servers.250

The time alignment of the gamma ray and particle detection is based251

on reference signals from a µTCA compatible GLIB (Gbit Link Interface252

Board) card [14]. Figure 10 illustrates the distribution of a 10 MHz signal253

to all clocks on the respective cards for synchronization as well as the time254

reference signal to dedicated readout channels. The FC7 boards pass the255
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Figure 10: [color online] Time stamp synchronization of the particle (STELLA) and gamma
(FATIMA) data acquisition. The clock (10 MHz) and occasional time signals are dis-
tributed by the GLIB card.

clock to their daughter cards and distribute one 125 MHz signal from a256

FMC112 to the Caen V1751 modules, where it is daisy chained among the257

internal clocks. The time reference signals are used to determine the time-258

stamp offsets and to detect drifts between individual clocks.259

Using four FC7 boards and five V1751 modules, 96 channels for particle260

and 38 channels for gamma ray detection are established. The stand-alone261

time-stamped trigger-less data acquisition is synchronized with reference sig-262

nals from a GLIB card with a precision of a few nanoseconds.263

3. Particle-Gamma Coincidences264

The STELLA experiment is installed at the Andromède accelerator [15]265

in Orsay, France, providing 12C beam intensities of particle-micro-ampere.266

Fusion reactions are measured by the coincident detection of gamma rays267

and light charged particles broadly following the methodology of Jiang et268

al. [4, 5]. Gamma detector spectra and gamma-particle coincidence spectra can269

be found in [9] and [16]. The excellent timing resolution of the LaBr3(Ce)270

detectors used in STELLA as compared to the germanium detectors em-271

ployed by Jiang et al. combined with the time-stamped data acquisition with272

sampling times of 8 ns for the digital triggering [13], provides a new func-273

tionality, namely that particle-gamma timing can be used to further improve274

background suppression and to cleanly discriminate evaporated protons from275

alpha particles.276
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The achievable separation is shown for the 12C+12C reaction at a beam277

energy E = 11 MeV in correlation with particle detector energy entries in278

Figure 11. The gamma-particle time stamp difference ∆t reveals contribu-
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Figure 11: [color online] Time correlation of particle energies in 12C+12C reactions with
coincident gamma rays at a beam energy Ebeam = 11 MeV. The gamma-particle time
stamp difference ∆t allows to distinguish protons (left of red line) and alphas (right of red
line).

279

tions from protons (left of red line) and alphas (right of red line), where280

the time-of-flight difference cannot be resolved. The distributions are sepa-281

rated due to different electronic pulse shapes based on the respective energy282

deposition characteristics in the silicon detector substrate. These processes283

depend on the particle velocity that reflects in the quadratic trend of the284

distributions with respect to the energy of the alphas and protons [17].285

The selection criterion indicated by the red line in the picture is used286

to resolve the distributions from different particle types in the energy spec-287

trum in Figure 12. The particle spectrum (blue line) at a beam energy288

Ebeam = 11 MeV is decomposed into the proton- (red line) and alpha-channel289

(black line) contributions in coincidence with gammas. Several transitions i290

from excited states of 23Na (pi) and
20Ne (↵i) are labeled. Based on the tim-291

ing, contributions from different particles can be resolved as can be seen for292

the entries around 3 MeV in the spectrum. Note that the background con-293

tamination e.g. at the p0 or ↵0 energies in the coincidence spectrum, where294

no associated gamma ray is emitted, is based predominantly on random co-295
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Figure 12: [color online] Particle energies at a beam energy Ebeam = 11 MeV where proton
and alpha contributions are selected based on the timing. The distribution of all particles
(blue line) can be resolved into alphas (black line) and protons (red line) coincident with
gamma rays. The excitation levels i of 20Ne (↵i) as well as

23Na (pi) are labeled and the
positions of the proton energies are indicated to guide the eye.

incidence with the self-activity of the LaBr3 and can be well determined in296

the time domain (compare Figure 11). Beyond this example case, the tech-297

nique is also utilized to extract the relevant signals from the large overall298

background, essentially due to the the ubiquitous contamination of hydrogen299

and deuterium in the target.300

4. Summary301

The STELLA experiment has been commissioned at the Andromède ac-302

celerator with long-running measurements of the 12C+12C reaction using303

fixed targets as well as the rotating target mechanism. The used beam energy304

ranges from around the Coulomb barrier of 12C fusion towards deep sub-barrier305

energies. The beam intensity was gradually increased from 100 pnA to 2.5 pµA,306

where for the latter settings exclusively the rotating targets are utilized. These307

targets are accessible for the measurement of the thickness off the illuminated308

area and beside it to determine the effect of the beam exposure. During the309

commissioning, the S3-type DSSSDs and various gamma detector configurations310

of around 30 LaBr3 detectors are installed. The accuracy of the performance311

of the gamma ray detection system is guaranteed by the instant-calibration312
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routine. It is based on the comparison of the simulated 138La decay with313

experimental data and has an accuracy of a few keV. Repeated alpha-source314

runs in the course of the campaign are utilized to ascertain the correctness315

of the particle detection performance.316

The STELLA-FATIMA data acquisition systems are synchronized with317

frequently distributed time stamp pulses to dedicated readout channels. The318

reliability during long measurements is validated using coincident gamma-319

particle events from 12C fusion reactions. An enormous background reduc-320

tion is achieved with the measurement of synchronous events in the gamma321

and particle detection system. Beyond this, reaction channels with different322

species of charged particles are well separated based on the timing. This323

guarantees a reliable measurement of deep sub-barrier partial fusion cross324

sections with the STELLA station.325
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